
Manure Agitators

Models:

Submersible mixers are usually used at circular ponds. 
The mixer can be rotated 60°C to right and left; opera-
ted at different depths thanks to the hoist; discharged 
from the manure hole easily.
The submersible mixer (for circular pond)
Plate type submersible mixer (for slalom pond)
Mobile type submersible mixer
Inclined type mixers are usually used at rectangular 
ponds and lagoons. They can be tractor driven or elect-
ric motor, depending on the necessity.
Inclined type mixer (Electric/PTO shaft)
Sliding type inclined mixer
Mobile type inclined mixer (Electric/PTO shaft)
Biogas type manure mixer (for digester ponds)

The manure agitators mixers mix and liquefy the manure 
which is solidified while waiting inside the hole. It 
prevents precipitation and segregation.
There are more than 40 manure mixer models which 
are suitable for operation at circular and squared 
ponds, channels and lagoons. Motors of the mixers are 
selected with the best power, between 7.5kW and 18kW, 
depending on the size of the hole.

Periodically and 
a u t o m a t i c a l l y 
scrapes the manure 
accumulated at the 
animal shelter to 
ensure a clean and 
healthy environment 
for the animals. It is 
designed according 
to the barn’s 
structure. Under no 

circumstances, would the EkoDenge scrapers harm the 
animals; it is frost-proof even in winter; it is not affected 
by the stones carried by the animals on their feet. They 
are not corroded since they are hot-dip galvanized. 
They are suitable for all barn types.

There are 3 scraper types: Rope, Chain and Hydraulic.

Manure scrapers
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Unlike traditional pumps, it pumps the intensive solid part of the 
manure in addition to its liquid part.

The pump is operated inside the manure hole, not outside. It sucks 
the bovine manure from up to an 8m-hole, by means of a hose.  
The pump can pump the manure directly to the field which is 1 km 
away

Rotary Lobe Pump  

It is very easy to be maintained and cleaned.

It can be carried as travelling on the back 
of the tractor. More than one hole can be 
discharged with a single pump. If desired, 
the pump can be carried on a three-strand 
table or trailer.

Depending on the conditions of the farm, 
it can be operated with an electric motor 
(driven by tractor shaft – PTO), diesel motor 
or hydraulic motor.

Over 30 different products with a capacity of 
45m3/h to 360m3/h are available and they 
offer service from the smallest enterprises to 
biggest enterprises.

ENGINEERED TO WORK

ENGINEERED TO WORK

Manure Spreading Tanker 

With the Gübreser Liquid Manure Tanker, the raw manure collected in the hole can be carried to the field, without 
being separated, and spread homogenously. Depending on the necessity, it has various models of difference sizes 
from 3 tons to 25 tons.
The manure tank can be made of hot-dip galvanized or special polystyrene (CTP) material.
Solid matters are separated before entering the tank, thanks to the destoner unit, manure crusher and special manure 
pump; fibrous materials such as straw and bale are crushed and pulverized with the blades.

It is possible to carry out the below given actions with the 
Gübreser Liquid Manure Tanker:

1. Liquid manure can be filled from the hole to the tank.
2. The manure hole whose upper layer is solidified can be 

mixed and liquefied through circulation.
3. Manure inside the manure hole can be pumped directly to 

the field, which is 1 km away, without being taken to the 
tank.

4. Manure in the tank can be mixed while travelling.
5. The manure in the tank can be sprayed on the field at high 

pressure. 
6. Or it can be injected homogenously to the bottom parts of 

the plants by means of special spreading arms of 12m.
7. It is possible to apply the manure without damaging the 

corn furrow distance of 20-25cm. efficiency of the product 
can be increased a few times more, thanks to the manure 
applied during the interim period.

8. Unlike the old type manure tanker with vacuum pumps, it is 
produced in line with the latest technology used in Europe 
and the USA. By this means, 10-15% more manure can 
be carried during each transport, unlike the tankers with 
vacuum pump.


